USB Powerstrip

1. USB Two-Outlet Powerstrip with Clamp Mount DSPSDUOC
2. USB Two-Outlet Powerstrip with Rail Mount DSPSDUOR
3. USB Three-Outlet Powerstrip with Clamp Mount DSPSTRIOC
4. USB Three-Outlet Powerstrip with Rail Mount DSPSTRIOR

FEATURES

Clamp mounts to worksurfaces 0.5” – 1.5” thickness; rail mounts to all Steelcase and Turnstone rail systems
Easy installation and removal
Desk-height power and USB access, three-outlet also offers data termination
DSPSDUOC and DSPSDUOR offer two power outlets and two USB ports
DSPSTRIOC and DSPSTRIOR offer three power outlets, two USB ports and data termination. HDMI, VGA and RJ45 faceplates are included. If data is not needed, filler is also included.
Each USB port is powered independent of the others, delivering up to 2.1 amps
USB ports feature a Smart Device Recognition (SDR) chip that monitors amperage needed for various devices (fewer amps if device requires fewer than 2.1)
White cord – 9’L

DIMENSIONS / WEIGHT

 DSPSDUOC, DSPSDUOR 3.2”D x 5.5”W x 1.8”H 4 lbs
 DSPSTRIOC, DSPSTRIOR 3.2”D x 8”W x 1.8”H 5 lbs

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Finish
Housing – Arctic White; Clamp – Platinum
Construction
Translucent plastic
Warranty
3 years

Steelcase

Call 800.333.9939 or visit Steelcase.com
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